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FEW American jazz musicians have come to Australia with more impressive 

credentials than pianist Brad Mehldau, 46, and saxophonist Joshua Redman, 47. 

 

Over 25 years their output has been gargantuan in various formats. This 

particular format, the duo, enables them to perform with effortless virtuosity in 

the quiet formality of the concert hall.  

 

The program was reminiscent of their CD Nearness. Two of its six tracks got a 

run: Thelonious Monk’s In Walked Bud, and the ballad The Nearness of You. 

Other than Charlie Parker’s Dexterity the program featured originals by the two 
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musicians. All this material was cleverly converted into exhibiting the great 

strengths of the two musicians. 

 

Throughout this splendid performance Melhdau gave a stunning exhibition of 

the innovations he has brought to the art of solo jazz piano. His so-called 

“contrapuntal” approach enables him to accumulate lovely counter melodies in 

the left hand, while the right hand is free to roam: sometimes into percussive 

figures, and sometimes into separate stand-alone melodies, where Mehldau 

sound as if he is engaging in collective improvisation with himself. 

 

Some consider this relentless. But, without other rhythm instruments to fall 

back on, the solo pianist has to provide orchestral momentum. Mehldau’s 

mastery in maintaining intensity and interest over long periods renders his 

music hypnotic and thrilling.  

 

The key to the collaboration between Mehldau and Redman was their ability to 

reduce the intensity at the right moment - to create space, and alter the mood – 

and to do it together. This was particularly apparent when they swapped short 

improvisations, and commented on each other’s contributions.  With lightning 

communication, theirs was empathy at a high level. 

 

While Melhdau appeared introverted, Redman veered towards showmanship. 

He is a high energy saxophonist, particularly on the tenor. He gives a lot of 

himself to the music, including physically. In the ballad The Nearness Of You, 

some felt that his pyrotechnics lost the delicate mood which is so beautifully 

captured on the Nearness CD.  

 

The elements of playfulness and humour in Redman’s style are part of  his 

crowd-pleasing approach. But that style is so mellifluous and elegant, built on 

such a great sound, that he always communicates the seriousness of purpose that 

has taken him to great heights. Such an endearing personality would win any 

competition.  

 

Come to think of it, he did win the Thelonious Monk International Saxophone 

Competition in 1991, at 22. Since then, he has never looked back. 

______________________________________________________________ 

 

Brad Mehldau & Joshua Redman perform in Melbourne tonight and in 

Brisbane on Sunday night. Mehldau performs solo tomorrow night in 

Melbourne. 

 


